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1. What kind of data is available from drone 
mapping?

2. How can we use this data to map burn scars in 
detail?

3. Can we get fuel information from aerial imagery?
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1. Multispectral Camera Drone (Phantom P4)



1. Drone surveying

● Altitude - GSD/Resolution 
(50m - 5cm)

● Image overlap - flight 
speed (80%, 3-4m/s)

● Time of day

Typical flight time for P4: ~25mins

Typical survey size: ~2-4ha



1. Orthophoto



2. Identifying fire patchiness

Unburned, outside 
the fire scar

Unburned 
tree/shrub 
canopy

Unburned, within the 
fire scar



2. Classification



2. Filtering canopy

● Isolate canopy object(s) in bounding 
box

● Check perimeter & entire box 
surrounds

● If burned area in the perimeter < 30% 
AND burned area in the bounding box 
is < 30%, then canopy object 
reclassified as unburned

● If not, then reclassified as burned



2. Post filtering



2. Seasonality of patchiness

Fuel connectivity seems 
to be an important factor 
in lower rainfall areas

N.B. this does not mean 
fires aren’t smaller in EDS 
everywhere!



2. Seasonality of burned area

Internal fire scar patchiness (left) vs full plot patchiness (right) for low rainfall NT & 
WA plots in 2022



Fuel load

Aim is to connect ground measurements to satellite data:

1. Clip out ground transects in drone image
2. Register transect features from transect (class coverage, vegetation indices, meteorological 

history) with ground measurements for fuel classes
3. Use machine learning to train model on data from all transects
4. Apply model to ~satellite pixel sized tiles



1. Ground measurements

GCPs at each end help identify transects on the image

Kafue NP, Zambia



2. Feature collection

Features include class fraction (e.g. % canopy cover), DEM & several VIs (e.g. NDVI) 
as well as meteorological history (e.g. total rainfall since last fire) from reanalysis data



3. Machine Learning



4. Biomass tiling

● Tiles are deliberately of a size with 
Sentinel-2 pixels (~20m)

● Can use these to expand drone model 
to satellite (and thus regional/national) 
scale

Grass biomass



Questions?
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